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Introduction.
In this paper we prove a theorem of Runge type for uniform approximation by harmonic functions on closed subsets of Riemann surfaces. If f2 is a Riemann surface, a continuous function h : PI -► [-00,00] will be said to be essentially harmonic provided that it is harmonic except for logarithmic singularities; that is, provided that for each point p e Pi there exist a local coordinate map z near p, a real number c, and a harmonic function w near p such that h(q) = w(q) + elogia) -z(p)\ in some neighborhood of p.
THEOREM. Let F be a closed subset of a Riemann surface Pi, and let f be a harmonic function on an open set containing F. If e > 0, then there exists an essentially harmonic function h on PI such that supF \f -h\ < e.
The analogous assertion for holomorphic functions would be false. In fact, from work of Gauthier and Hengartner [4] one sees that there exists a Riemann surface Pi, a closed set F C Pi, and a holomorphic function / on a neighborhood of F, with the following property: if h is holomorphic on 0 except for isolated singularities, then supF \f -h\ > 1. This was pointed out to the author by Gauthier.
Special cases of the theorem follow from work of Lax, Malgrange, Pfluger, Boivin, Gauthier, Goldstein and Ow; for a discussion of this work we refer to [5, Chapitre 2] and [2] . In particular, we note that the theorem is proved in [5, Corollaire 2.3.9] under the additional assumption that F is "essentially of finite genus" (for terminology see [5, p. 29] ); and the theorem is proved in [5, Théorème 2.3.5] if "essentially harmonic" is replaced by "harmonic on the complement of a discrete subset of fi." In a forthcoming joint paper with P. M. Gauthier the results proved here will be combined with arguments concerning balayage of poles; in particular, we will show that under appropriate additional hypotheses one can obtain approximating functions h which are harmonic on all of PI.
We recall some well known results concerning Riemann surfaces in §2. The proof of the theorem is then given in §3.
Notation and preliminaries.
We set BT -{z eC: \z\ < r}. The notation /: A -» B indicates that the function /: A -► B is onto.
A Riemann surface is a connected complex-analytic manifold of complex dimension one. If fi is a Riemann surface, a 2-form a on Q assigns a function az for each coordinate map z -x + iy, such that on overlapping coordinate regions we have a< = az\dz/dç|2; we write a = azdx A dy = iazdz A dz/2. If a is a continuous 2-form, corresponding to a function az for each local coordinate z, then |a| denotes the continuous 2-form which assigns the function \az\ to each local coordinate z.
Every Riemann surface is either hyperbolic or parabolic (see [6] ). In the remainder of this section we summarize some facts associated with this classification.
If Q is a hyperbolic Riemann surface, then there exists a Green's kernel for Pi, which is the unique mapping q : Pi x Pi -» (0, oo] with the following properties [6, Chapter V, §2, 8].
(Gl) For each point q e PI, the function fi\{ç} 3 p -► g(p,q) is harmonic.
(G2) If w is a parametric disc for PI, and z: u -» Bi is a conformai homeomorphism, then we may write g(p, q) = -log \z(p) -z(q)\ + v(p, q) for p,q e u, where v: u x u) -+ R is (jointly) continuous, and, for each point a € u, the functions u 3 p -> v(p, a) and u 3 q -► v(a, q) are harmonic. For the rest of the paper we assume that Pl is an open Riemann surface. We let E: ilxfl-t (-00,00] denote the Green's kernel if Í2 is hyperbolic, and the Evans kernel if Pl is parabolic. The operator dd defines a mapping from C°° functions on Pl to 2-forms on fî; the singularity of E(-, q) at q has been chosen so that E(-, q)/ni may be used as a type of fundamental solution for this operator, as stated in the following lemma. Since results of this type are well known, we will only outline the proof. By use of a partition-of-unity, the proof may be reduced to the case where the support of a is a compact subset of a parametric disk wCCO.
In this case the desired properties of u on u follow from the fact that (2/7r) log \z\ is a fundamental solution for the operator d2/dzdz in C; and the desired properties of u in a neighborhood of Pl\u follow from the fact that for each point q ePl the function E(-,q) is harmonic on n\{ç}. (In the proof that follows we will combine (2) with the maximum principle for regular subregions, a technique used in [5, pp. 72-73] .) From (2) and Dini's theorem we conclude that g3 \ E uniformly (as real-valued functions) on the compact set (dD) x N, since the limit E is real-valued and continuous there. We thus see that there exists an index J such that for p e dD and j > J we have \gj(p,qi)-E(p,qi)\<e/3, qiEÑ, and hence we have \dj(P,(¡) -9](P,Qi)\ < \9j(P,q) -E(p,q)\ + \E(p,q) -E(p,qi)\ (3) +\E(p,qi)-gj(p,qi)\ < e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e, qi e Ñ.
We now claim that for each fixed integer j > J we have \°j(p,q) -9j(p,qi)\ < £ if pe Plj\D and qi e N.
To prove this claim, we fix qi e N, and consider the function G(p) = g3(p,q) -gj(p,Qi), p e Pi3\D.
We have G = 0 on dPl3, and from (3) we see that |G| < e on 3D; from the usual maximum principle for harmonic functions it follows that |G| < e on Plj\D, which proves the claim. The lemma now follows by taking fixed points p e Pl\D and qi e N, and letting 3 -> oo in the claim.
We It is possible to find a sequence {K3}°%1 of compact subsets of PI such that Pi = \J°°=l Kj and, f°r each integer j > 1, Pl\Kj has no relatively compact connected components and Kj C intKj+i; this is easily proved using [7, 3.10 .3] and the fact that a Riemann surface has a second countable topology. For each j > 1 we let ipj e Co°(iut Kj+i) be identically equal to one on a neighborhood of K3. We define Qi = intK2, Plj = (mtKJ + i)\Kj_i for j > 2, <pi -ipi, and <p3 = if>3 -yjj-i for j > 2. Then supp^ C Pl3 for j > 2, and ^7 = i Pj -i'k = 1 near Kk for k > 1. From Lemma 1 we see that for each j > 1, the function uj{p) = -■ E(p,q)ipj(q)ß(q), p e Pi, Now let e > 0 be arbitrary. Fix an integer j > 1. If m3 = /|^/9| > 0, we conclude from Lemma 2 that for each point q e supp(ip3ß) there exists a parametric disc Nq such that q e Nq CC (0\P) n fi^ and |£(p,9) -E(p,s)\ < ire/mj2j+1 for s e Nq, p eFu(Pl\Pl3).
Since supp(<p3ß) is compact, we can find a finite set s/3 c supp(ip3ß) such that supp(ip3ß) C Ugg.i/ ^9-Let {nq}qes/j be a family of nonnegative functions in CQx>(Pl) such that supprç^ c Nq for each q e S¡?3 and J2qe.e¡r ni -1 on a neighborhood of supp(ip3ß). We then define vi(ri = w SZ E^'?) / Vq (8) If / \<Pjß\ = 0, then Uj = 0; we then let sf3 be the empty set and define v3 = 0. It follows that h = J23*Li[vj~wj]1S weU defined and finite at all points of PI which are in the complement of the discrete set \J°°zl Sii3. In fact, for each compact set K C Pi there is an index J such that v3 is (finite and) harmonic on K for all j > J and Y^jLjlvj ~ wj] is uniformly convergent on K; in particular, Y^jLAvj ~ wj] IS harmonic on int K. It follows that h is essentially harmonic on Pi. From (4) This completes the proof of the theorem.
